
A Note from the Editors

Every one has an opinion about education these
days; every one is looking to "fix" thepublicschools.On
the national front, we hear calls for vouchers and
demands for increased testing at all levels. Across the
state, there are the various new assessments that all
students must face. On the local scene, there are
pronouncements about the need for extended school
days and weekend classes. Yet, amid this swirl of
attention, New York City teachers remain focused on
what matters: the demanding and complex work of
teaching students. Despite the additional stresses and
expectations, Writing Project teachers and their
colleagues continue to forge on, opening new worlds to
their students and learning something themselves in
the process.

As teachers throughout the city find themselves
amid the hustle and bustle of the spring term, this issue
of the newsletter peers into the classrooms of four of our
colleagues and shows how they are opening new doors
to their students. In Daniel Dohertys "Gotta Catch'Em
All," a middle-school teacher is
acquainted with the world of
PokeYnon, while at the same
time introducing his students
into the world of reading. In
Elisa Zonana's article
"Addressing Homophobia in
the Classroom" we see how a
group of middle-school
students are positively
impacted by their teacher's
decision to incorporate texts
about homosexuality into the
curriculum. By reflecting upon
the sights and sounds that whirl
around us as we teach students
about literature and writing,
Martin Brown captures for us
in poetic form some of the

thoughts and emotions of an English teacher during a
typically busy term. Finally, when Laurie Harriton
decided that the standard emphasis on plot and character
would not serve her high school seniors well on their
Advanced Placement test, she led them through a values
debate, a new experience for many of them, to help them
move to a higher level of literary analysis.

On other fronts, the Writing Project listserv
continues to thrive. It remains a place where teachers
can seek help to design lessons and structure units or
hear their colleagues' insights about works of literature
they are planning to teach. It is also a forum in which
teachers can discuss the many serious issues that face us
everyday, as was the case last summer when many
participants voiced their strong opinions about the issue
of merit pay. Excerpts from that conversation, as well as
the article that sparked the debate, are reprinted here.

The listserv is certainly not the only source
teachers can turn to for innovative teaching ideas. As
usual, we include our regular column, Steal These Ideas,
in which two teachers, Tracy Sutera and Carole Shannon,
share recent classroom successes.

Whether they were presenting at conferences,
receiving awards, publishing
articles, teaching graduate
seminars, taking on new
professional roles, or simply
saying farewell, Project
members throughout the city
were very busy this past fall. As
always, we have tried to capture
all of their exciting
accomplishments in Project
Notes, another regular column.

We hope you will enjoy
this issue and, once again, want
to encourage you to write an
article,send us anidea for others
to steal, or share with us arecent
professional achievement.
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"Gotta Catch 'Em All":
Pokemon and Independent
Reading

So over here's Pokemon, which needs no teacher
to motivate it.,.and over there's sustained silent
reading, its quintessential antithesis. Daniel
Doherty undertook some first-rate classroom
research to discover the reasons for the enormous
disparity between the two endeavors and whether
there could be a way for him to bridge the gap.
After all, they are both English literacies...they
do have that in common. That's a start, isn't it?

If s Wednesday afternoon, 7th period, and my
twenty-three sixth-graders in a Bronx middle school
are getting ready for 25-30 minutes of Independent
Reading. As they make their way from the
understocked library in the back of the room, they sit
next to their friends, clearly preferring those seats to
the seats that I assigned to them. Today I let it slide
because... I don't know why... I'm in the mood? If s
7th period? I'm tired of trying to sustain the silence?
After some moderate prodding and empty threats, the
class settles at the tables that are arranged inahorseshoe,
with a chair at the opening for me. Quickly the chatter
begins - small, almost soundless chatter. (They know
Mr. Doherty's Acceptable Volume Scale; after all, they
calibrated it.) Within a couple of minutes, the six boys
at the yellow hexagonal table to my right have their
Independent Reading books closed around their index
fingers as they lean over the table, knees on their chairs,
around Darnell, our resident Professor Oak. The
Professor is discussingthe various reasons why Pikachu
refuses to evolve. The boys listen wide-eyed to Darnell,
trying to whisper and giggle and argue at the same
time. Soon I'm leaning over them, confiscating the
Poke'mon book and the 3-ring binder of Pokemon
cards.

"Read!"
Professor Oak and the others look back at me with

disgust. There's silence, sustained for a moment, but
after a second or two it gives way to sighs and whispers
of condemnation as Independent Reading limps on
toward 8th period.

Even if you are not familiar with Professor Oak or
Pikachu, you have no doubt heard the word "Pokemon."
"Gotta Catch 'Em All!" is the advertising slogan for this
insanely popular children's entertainmentphenomenon,
which began as an electronic game a few years ago and
has expanded into a multimedia universe of movies, TV
shows, playing cards, books, andinternet sites. Professor
Oak and Pikachu are two of the big players in the world
of Pokernon.

Darnell is the big player in Class 605. He has the
books, the cards, the games, the strategies and the
secrets that make him a popular classmate, especially
during Independent Reading. On the surface, the
connection between Poke'mon and Independent Reading
is simple: these eleven- and twelve-year-old boys would
rather play and talk about games than read. Michael has
told me that Poke'mon is "better than reading," and Juan
said that it's "more fun." Well, that part of the research
was pretty easy. But the more important questions and
the harder ones to answer are: why is Pokemon better
than reading and why is it more fun? Is it because of the
difference in the content of the two activities? Or could
it be that the more significant difference between them
is in their social organizations, i.e., the fact that
independent reading is done alone; while Poke'mon has
a dependent group dynamic that provides a cohesive
fabric, the fabric that keeps it popular with millions of
children.

How does this awareness inform my practice as a
reading teacher? Is their resistance to independent
reading more a social resistance than a resistance to "the
work," or resistance to "reading" in general? What are
the connections between my students' Pok&non-based
reading and writing and their school-based reading and
writing? My research revealed they had little in common.
What I did find was a community, one that doesn't
always exist in school, especially during Mr. Doherty's
Independent Reading period.

In order to gain some insight, I conducted a group
interview with six boys, obtained copies of a Poke'mon
book and cards, obtained a Poke'mon drawing from one
student and a Poke'mon essay from another. These
original data were then followed up with brief individual
interviews. The initial group interview provided the
most instructive and revealing data because it was then
that the social component of Poke'mon became
immediately apparent. The boys came up to my room
at lunch, settled around a tape recorder on a small table
and allowed me to enter their Poke'mon world. A
minute or two into the interview, patterns within the
conversation began to develop:

continued...
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Mr. Doherty: So this is an instruction book for the game.
You mean... the Game Boy game?

Juan: Yeah.
Mr. D: Okay. Um-
Juan: We also read the cards, like the game HP, urn, how

much them, um -
Caleb: HP means the highest power, their highest power

level.
Mr. D: Nelson, what about - you had mentioned

something about a book?
Nelson: Oh. A book, ah, a book on what species

Poke'mon is. For example, Pikachu -
Mr. D: Right.
Nelson: He's a little mouse that has thunder (pause,

thinking)
Mr. D: Right.
Caleb: Like thunder shock, thunder wave.
Nelson: Yeah.

The ease with which Nelson, Caleb, and Juan
negotiated their conversation is hard to discern from a
tape transcript. In both instances where Caleb was
helping out the other two (meaning of HP, finishing
Nelson's thunder thought), there was an almost musical
rhythm to the conversation. Not only were Caleb's
comments not frowned upon by the other members, but
there was an expectation that someone in the group
would help out and finish their thoughts. I found this
unspoken agreement among the community to be
interesting; although I do attempt "quality talk in my
classroom, with moderate success, what I was witnessing
was much closer to what I want to happen in the
classroom; and it was happening spontaneously and
naturally in the Poke'mon context.

Another surprising feature of Poke'mon literacy is
the way in which the children try to teach each other
more about the game. When the topic of Pokemon quiz
books came up, the conversation took an unexpected
turn:

Darnell: They got Pokemon quiz books.
Mr. D: Does anybody have any of those?
Juan: He (Darnell) makes them up.
Mr. D: Now wait a minute, Darnell, you make up quiz

books?
Darnell: I tell them Pokemon questions.
Mr. D: Who do you tell?
Juan: We sit at the yellow table and Darnell asks us

questions. Like he says, "Guess the
Poke'mon... which Poke'mon is purple and has a horn
on his nose?"

Mr. D: Then you gotta sit and think about it.
Juan: You raise your hand and you say, "Nidoran."
Mr. D: Do you write these down, (Darnell)?
Darnell: No, I just think of them.

So while my students are gathered around the
yellow table during Independent Reading apparently
doing all they can not to learn, there is actually a very
desirable learning experience taking place: teaching
and learning from each other! Not only are they
learning cooperatively about a certain domain (in this
case Poke'mon), but they are also developing vitally
needed social and interpersonal skills. Note that this
required no modeling by the teacher, no posted set of
guidelines to adhere to, and no coercion from an
authority figure.

"Chartoise" is a Poke'mon character invented and
drawn by Caleb, and is another example of the
community component of Poke'mon as well as the
creative learning that naturally takes place in Poke'mon
literacy. From my interview with Caleb, I know that he
thought it up and drew it himself, yet since the boys
were with him when he drew it and encouraged him,
he considers them to be partners in the project. After
all, they discuss Pok&non together, share their Pokexnon
literature and quiz each other on their Poke'mon
knowledge;soinasense, they really are Caleb's partners.
Caleb's Poke'mon notebook contains an enormous
amount of information: the illustrator, the author, the
partners, what a Poke"ball and Poke"dex look like, what
Pok&non stands for, how each character was created,
what attributes the character has, and, of course, the
Poke'mon name and catchphrase. This amount and
detail of information is impressive. And it is worth
reiterating: no directives from teachers, no expectations,
no grades... Caleb's interest in Poke'mon and his
creativity are the only catalysts he needs.

When I began this inquiry, hoping to find
connections between Poke'mon literacy and school
literacy, I felt that there would be definite exploitable
internal connections. lassumed that since bothliteraties
are in English, there would be common ground that I
could use and identify, bringing more of their school
literacy toward that shared space. But I found that
internally these literacies have little in common. Beyond
using the same words (though often with different
codes), the literacies are mostly incompatible. Neither
lends itself to the other without a conscious meshing
done by the student. I could bring a piece of school
literacy into the realm of Poke'mon or vice-versa, but
there is no natural place where a third, hybrid literacy

_ continued...
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would evolve.
It was in the meta-literacy where I found

answers. Instead of concentrating on the texts and
s t u d e n t
writing, Ibegan
to notice how
the ball was
being thrown
about by my
students in
their Poke"mon
literacy. The
external, the
c o m m u n i t y
within which
P o k 6 m o n
literacy exists, is
the driving
force behind it;
it is the glue of
the literacy. The boys share their experiences with each
other, and the sharing becomes the experience. In
other words, the bulk of Poke"mon literacy is not the
games, the cards, the movies, and the books, but the
sharing of these experiences in their community. This
sharing is the true communication and learning of the
literacy; it is neither in the texts nor the student writing.
A revelation.

When I compare the community of Poke"mon
literacy with the absence of community during
Independent Reading, my students' behavior appears
not so much as a resistance to reading but a resistance
to the lack of community. If they are not going to
discuss what they are reading with each other during
class, when are they going to discuss it? And if they are
not reading the same text, then they will have little if
anything to discuss. Both the necessity for similar texts
and the opportunity to discuss the texts point toward
using literature circles as a way to bring community to
Independent Reading. Literature circles would give
the students a forum in which the texts could be
examined and discussed. A new dimension, the
dimension of the group experience with texts, would
be added to their literacy, a dimension that is not used
in my current model for Independent Reading.

The idea of resistance to isolation versus the
resistance to reading itself also exposes the healthiness
of the studentunderlife that occurs during Independent
Reading. The student counter-script (Gutierriez, 1995)
comes not so much from a need to distance themselves
from the institution of school (in this case, Independent

Reading) but from the way in which knowledge is
expected to be learned. My script of sustained silent
reading and the students' script of Poke"mon literacy

during silent
reading are
clearly in
opposition to
each other.
Clearly, a third
space needs to
exist where our
scripts can meet
and transcend
both. Though
literature circles
would be a
s o m e w h a t
teacher-driven
script, I believe
it would bridge

the gap between the scripts nonetheless, perhaps
opening new avenues for more unscripted, genuine
exchanges and learning.

It's Wednesday afternoon, 7th period again and I'm
remembering the Poke"mon theme song that was sung
by my boys at the end of our group interview. They
sang something about "a heart so true," which in
Pok&non literacy probablymeanssomethingcompletely
different from what it means in my own literacy or
school literacy. Or perhaps it doesn't.

Professor Oak and crew settle around the yellow
table to my right. A dusty book called Literature Circles,
lent to me by my district staff developer, sits patiently
on the shelf behind me. Yeah, I remember that book
now - the recorder, the illustrator . . . . I remember
thinking, 'Literature Circles!' These kids can't even sit
still for Independent Reading, never mind literature
circles!"

Now the question is: what does Mr. Doherty do with
his "heart so true?"

Daniel Doherty
Port Chester Middle School

Gutierrez, K., Rymes, B. and Larson J. "Script, Counterscript,
and Underlife in the Classroom: James Brown versus Brown
vs. Board of Education." Harvard Educational Review, Fall
1995.
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Addressing Homophobia in
the Classroom

Disturbed by the homophobic name-calling that
was rampant in her 7th grade class, Elisa Zonana
recognized that the source of her students'actions
stemmed more from their lack of knowledge than
any malicious intent. With the hope of dispelling
myths and confronting students fears, Elisa and
her colleague Sandra Goodman initiated a dia-
logue about difference while introducing their
students to a world of literature that they may
have never known otherwise.

"My high school was not a safe place in terms of difference.
There were literally a handful of non-white students, and the
one outwardly gay student in my class that numbered over
three hundred existed on the fringes. I think I recollect a boy
from another class who was probably gay being labeled 'faggot.'
But mainly, and importantly, I remember the silence that
circled homosexuality. It just wasn't addressed. The quiet
intensified our sense that it was taboo, something to fear and
reject. Nobody dared to speak much about homosexuality,
nobody dared to understand it, and few dared to come out.
When I spoke hypothetically in defense of homosexuality, I
needed it to remain hypothetical. Homosexuality was an idea
wrought with anxiety, fear, and misunderstanding. I was
straight, curious, and scared of my own curiosity. Maybe I
lacked bravery. Maybe 1 lacked desire. Maybe the culture of
the school and town were too contrary to the idea. Maybe it
was a combination. I do know
that it was dangerous to live
in that kind of culture."

Going through boxes of
old papers from graduate
school recently, I found this
in a paper I'd written four
years ago. About a year
after I wrote this, I came out
myself- a surprise to many,
including me. At the time I
wrote the paper, however, I
was finishing my first year
of teaching at CS A, during
which I had integrated

discussions about homophobia into my middle- grade
classes. Before that, I was a student teacher at Crossroads
Academy where I taught an elective literature class.
There were about fifteen students in that class and we
read Jack, by A.M. Homes, together. In the novel, Jack
learns that his parents separate because his father is gay
and is moving in with his lover. I loved the experience
of reading the novel with the class and conducted some
informal research through interviews with the students.
I recorded our conversations and wrote a paper on the
experience the same year I wrote the excerpt above. As
a first-year teacher, the prejudice came up often and it
was the source of many discussions in my classroom.
These experiences were important to me, and I wanted
to do more. I believed that the inclusion of the issue of
homophobia was intrinsic to my practice. In my mind I
equated homophobia today to racism fifty years ago. It
simply was not something I felt comfortable being
silent about.

The 1999-2000 school year allowed me to work with
the same students for a second year in a row and to work
again with Sarah Goodman, my co-teacher. Working
with Sarah gave me enormous support. She also pushed
me to be more proactive than I think I would have been
on my own. We both noticed that homophobic name-
calling was rampant in our classroom. It was an area of
discomfort and fear for the students, causing them to
have opinions on a topic they tended to know little
about. Feeling comfortable with my students and with
the support of Sarah and her conflict resolution/peer
mediation program, we were able to incorporate an
intensive two-week curriculum on homophobia in our
classroom.

At the start of the school year, I set up a classroom
library with books organized in bins by genre. lincluded

a bin labeled gay/lesbian
fiction. These books were
avoided and sometimes
pointed and giggled at by
students choosing books
from the library. I
formally introduced the
books, but no one was
interested in reading
them. Once I noticed
John* reading with a
barricade of folders
around his book.
Curious, expecting him
to be doing something
other than reading., I

continued...
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peeked over his self-imposed wall. He was reading Am
I Blue?, a collection of lesbian and gay fiction.

The curriculum, instituted in early March, was inter-
disciplinary and provided many points of entry for the
students. We incorporated it into reading, writing,
math, art, advisory, and community service. We saw
videos, read short stories and looked at newspaper
articles. We studied real statistics in math, did both
guided writing and free writing, created artwork, had
discussions, and invited presenters from the Hetrick-
Martin Institute and the Lesbian and Gay Community
Services Center.

Our students responded well to the unit. They were
open and seemed to have come away with a deeper
understanding and more open minds. While it still
exists to some degree, homophobic name-calling is
rarely present in our classroom. The books from the
gay/ lesbian fiction bin were openly passed around and
read. John read Am I Blue? without the protection of the
barricade. Gina read every story in that same book, and
Natalie read Annie on My Mind. The presence of works
with homosexual themes no longer triggered
uncomfortable reactions. Students told others when
their comments were homophobic. Anna, after hearing
one such comment, said to Sarah, "Now I understand
why it was so important for us to study this!" A visiting
presenter from Facing History and Ourselves was telling
our students that she went to help a school in Boston
that had a lot of problems with racism. Kyle raised his
hand and asked, "With homophobia, too?" Their
sensitivity and awareness seemed strengthened.
Understanding homophobia as a prejudice, they were
able to sympathize.

Word got out around the school as well. Brenda, a
student from another class on our team, saw that lesbian
and gay people were speaking to our class and asked
Naomi Smith, our director, if they could come talk to her
class as well. A guidance counselor and our director
were talking about integrating speakers into the whole
school.

While rifling through that same box of papers I'd
written in graduate school, I also found a collection of
non-fiction stories. They are the stories of lesbian and
gay teen-agers from around the country. What I had
were chapters xeroxed from different books on the
subject and stapled together. With the advice from the
teachers at the conference, I brought the collection in
and offered it to my students. I was unsure of what their
reaction would be, two and one half months after the
completion of the unit. After briefly introducing the

packet, several hands shot up in the air asking to be the
first to read it. Rosemarie, one of the students to raise
her hand said, "I wanna read it!" while Jane said she
wanted it first. The two of them read silently together
that day.

Looking back on my own history in school, my
own life, and my experiences as a teacher instills in me
the importance of dealing with the prejudice that is
homophobia. Indeed, the need is urgent. The
experience of facilitating this unithas helped to confirm
these beliefs. I hope to continue strengthening and
teaching this unit and to continue sharing with other
educators ways in which to address homophobia in
any classroom.

*student names have been changed.

Elisa Zonana
Community Service Academy
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As teachers we strive to bring our students to a place where they can go beyond that which we've taught them
in class. We want them to journey to a place where they can reach, their own interpretations and conclusions
about a work of literature, a difficult task when one considers the multitude of distractions that sometimes
surrounds the school experience. In his poem Martin Brown eloquently captures those golden moments of
discovery while writing about an assignment on Edgar Allan Poe that he gave to his students.

Protection
As they were studying "The Raven,"
I asked my students to consider
what a critic had once said, that
in Foe's great work the poetic soul
overwhelms the everyday self
and causes the speaker to regard
details of life as though
portals of heaven and hell.

My juniors needed to divorce
summary and many inquiry instead.
So I begged them, Abandon
your belief that the poem was Poe drunk,
his speaker autobiography raving.
I told them, Examine a poet
by reading a poem and find his ideas
in thrall to its structure, the totality
embodying theories
that could drive a creator. I believed my
students should be independent of me,
so I called to them from another country,
If you wish to explore a new land
you have first to leave home. I assured them,
You possess innate eloquence; it will find
its way out.

And occasionally
(amid the clamor surrounding an engine part
plummeting from a state skywriting plane,
downwind of the blare of a public address horn
and within sight of a data-churning Styx)
a young voice might chronicle a leap
into the malestrom; the silence following
a speech of fresh coinages
could seem then like snow suddenly
improving a city's streets,
an evanescent milk of frost
to cover soot and tarmac.

Emboldened, others might then
begin to tell their forays,
with insights forming
armor to protect them
from whatever might land on their desks
and from whatever heights.

Martin Brown
Long Island City HS
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After Antigone:
A Values Debate

Concerned thai a focus on plot events and charac-
ters ' choices left students ill prepared for the new
ELA Regents examination's demands, Laurie
Harriton reshaped her teaching repertoire. To
help her students learn how to extrapolate the
nuances of theme and craft, she introduced and
taught the techniques of debating, which resulted
in strong essay writing from her senior students,

The Challenge
For a while now, it has been an important concern of

mine that too many teachers seem to focus on plot
events and characters' choices though the new ELA
Regents examination, like the Advanced Placement
test, focuses on theme and craft. Too often my students
are in the habit of saying and writing that Oedipus, for
example, is about a man who married his mother, or
Their Eyes Were Watching God is about Janie and her
husbands. I wanted to break them of this habit.

My senior English class was about to read the
play Antigone, and I decided to ask them to approach the
work with the knowledge that they were also preparing
for a values debate after we completed the play. I
decided to focus on a values debate, because my stu-
dents seemed to be unable to discuss literature through
the prism of abstract ideas. Our new focus would ask
students to see the above works in terms of universal
themes. For example, I hoped they might begin to view
Oedipus as a play about "free will vs. destiny" or "happi-
ness vs. truth," and Their Eyes Were Watching God as
about "individual values vs. those of society." I wanted
my students to explore these difficult questions them-
selves, and then hopefully write about them through
this lens of themes and values, specifically, in Antigone,
through the play's issue of "the needs of the community"
vs. "freedom of the individual conscience." Perhaps the
debate would help prepare them to write a thematic
essay on this play. Perhaps the debate would help
prepare them to write about theme on any Advanced
Placement essay regardless of the specific question.

The class with which I did this work was small,
consisting of twelve seniors, most with very weak skills
for honors students. In preparing for the debate, I

8

placed the students in four heterogeneous groups. I
started in advance of the actual debate preparation by
having the students reflect on their own feelings about
the issues of community needs vs. individual choice.
They did some free writing on what freedom, justice,
conscience and community meant in their own lives,
and I followed this by asking them to write about which
of the two they deemed most important and why. The
discussions and writing activities that followed, which
included journal writing and some point of view writ-
ing along the way, helped them to understand that
choices between positive values are difficult to make.

Reading the Flay
We approached the reading of the play in various

ways: as a whole class, in their groups, silently on their
own, and at home for homework. I handed the students
worksheets to complete as they read the play. For each
reading assignment, they had a worksheet on which
they needed to summarize the scene, analyze two char-
acters who appeared in the scene, and choose two
quotes to support each character analysis. In addition, I
asked them to determine whether, according to that
specific scene, the needs of the community were more
important than the needs of the individual or if the
needs of the individual were more important than the
needs of the community. Again, they had to find a quote
from the scene to support either or both of those posi-
tions. Once the worksheets were completed at home,
the students would meet in their groups to pool their
individual findings. Each group had to select the two
best arguments they had on the needs of the community
versus the needs of the individual.

As they read the play, students wrote personal
journal entries that focused on the themes of justice,
freedom, community and conscience. They wrote diary
entries from characters' points of view. (In fact, the
entries from Creon's diaries at the very end were very
moving.) I asked them to write their own analysis of
how the issues of "the needs of the group" versus
"individual freedom" operated in their own lives. For
example, since I was the faculty advisor for the senior
trip, I used the trip as a way to ask the students to see
through Creon's eyes as well as Antigone's. Ihoped that
they could see that when you go away on a trip and
know you have curfews and rules, that just because you
may feel it is important to talk to a friend in another
room at 3:00 AM, the chaperone may not necessarily
think so.

— continued...
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Preparing the Debate
Our next step was to begin preparing for the debate.

In any debate, students are given resolutions about
which they take positions. The affirmative position
supports the resolution and the negative position at-
tacks it. In a values debate, students do not argue the
resolution perse,
but argue the val-
ues that they ex-
tract from it. In
this case, the reso-
lution was, "The
needs of the com-
munity are more
important than
the needs of the
i n d i v i d u a l . "
Each group had
to determine one
value from the negative and affirmative arguments on
the resolution. For example, if one is arguing for the
rights of the community over the rights of the indi-
vidual, the values identified might be "justice", "peace"
or "order". If one was arguing for the rights of the
individual over the rights of the community, he/she
might look at "freedom", "integrity "or "courage". Work-
ing in groups, the students determined they would
focus on equality vs. freedom, justice vs. courage, equal-
ity vs. conscience and peace vs. freedom.

The students then had to prepare for both sides
of the debate using arguments and quotations from
Antigone, as well as history and present society. The
actual assignment called for students to make two five-
minute speeches, one for the negative and one for the
affirmative. During each speech, the students needed to
define the chosen value, explain why it was important,
and how it either upheld or negated the resolution.
During their speeches, they needed to include at least
one example from history, one from present society and
one from the play Antigone, as well as two quotes from
the play. The students used examples from history such
as Martin Luther King Jr., Brown vs. the Board of
Education, Harriet Tubman and Mahatma Gandhi. In
thinking about present society, they made reference to
gay rights and the Ku Klux Man's right to demonstrate.

The students studied their arguments and pre-
pared to defend them under cross-examination. This
entailed preparing cross-examination questions that
they would also be able to use, assuming that their
opponents created arguments similar to theirs. The
students then had to prepare a secondary argument, a

three-minute speech during which they would rebut
points that would have come up in the cross-examina-
tion, and a three-minute speech rebuilding their case
using at least three quotes and two examples from the
play and one more from either history or present soci-
ety. Finally, they had to prepare to rebut any further

arguments their opponents
might use and to sum up why
theirvalue was better and why
they should win. The skill of
preparing responses based on
the probable arguments of
one's opponent is necessary
in all persuasive essays. De-
bate is a natural way to have
students learn to do it.

The students worked
very hard and had well
planned arguments and re-

buttals. Their speeches defined their values and gave
examples. Their secondary arguments and rebuttals
were less well planned, because their primary subjects
and quotes from the play had been argued already.
However, they did identify arguments and quotes that
they believed they could turn to in the moment of the
debate. Since they had prepared both sides, they felt
they were able to rebut any arguments that might come
their way.

The Debate
The debate occurred on a Wednesday and a Friday.

I made up posters showing the order of the debate and
decided which groups would go in what order. Two
girls were absent the first day and one of their groups
was scheduled to debate. I did not change the order,
and this cut into the confidence of one debating group;
however, they rose to the occasion admirably and in the
long run, I was glad I did not change the schedule. The
point about responsibility was made.

Given the difficulty of the assignment, the stu-
dents came through. They had cogent arguments and
relevant examples. Their modern and historical ex-
amples may have been a bit uneven, but were on the
right track. They focused on the values they were
debating and included different arguments from
Antigone and supporting quotes. The first groups were
nervous, but all did a responsible job. They took it
seriously, listened intently to each other and showed an
undeniable comprehension of the play. They under-
stood the material. I was happy!

_ continued...
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The Essays
In my school, literature units terminate in literary

essays. Most of our students enter the school with
limited writing experience, and it is through the process
of planning, writing and revising essays that we give
them the individual attention necessary to hone their
writing skills. The essay that followed the debate would
be an important milestone for me. I would know by
reading these essays if the students had mastered the
skill of writing about literature through the prism of
theme. The students wrote the essays in class to get
used to the experience of timed writing. I wanted the
students to understand that, in college, timed first drafts
are often the only opportunity one has to express one-
self. Because they would only have this opportunity to
write, I allowed them to think about the question in
advance. On Monday, they came in and wrote. I gave
them extra time and answered a couple of questions,
but considering that the topic was hard and the students
had only 45 minutes, I was thrilled with the results. The
essays were successful in that the students focused on
meaning, used the play as proof, not story, and wrote
with more authority than they had in the past. Several
of them supported their ideas with quotations, which
they must have memorized while preparing to debate.

Final Thoughts
I will do this project again. The pressure on the

students to find arguments for a competitive debate
was effective. Working in groups on the debate led to a
sense of shared responsibility for learning. The indi-
vidual worksheets and group argument/quote sheets
were probably the most effective piece of all, because
they encouraged the students to use quotes from the
text as support. The values-based assignments
(worksheets, point-of view writing, senior trip journals,
etc.) were useful in that they enabled the students to
personalize the play and to understand the real difficul-
ties human beings face when two positive values clash.
Even the quizzes were helpful because of their focus on
using the language of literature to prove points.

This was the first time I led students through a
debate. Now that I understand the debate process my-
self, I will handle it more confidently next time. Most
importantly, I will continue to ask students to focus
rigorously on themes from literature and in their own
lives.

Laurie Harriton
Erasmus Hall Campus: Humanities and

Performing Arts HS

10

Listserv Conversations

Talking about Merit Pay
Merit pay... a much needed method of rewarding
good teachers for the tremendous work they do, a
silent approval of the many teachers who have
become complacent, or a band aid for the real
problem: that the government is not willing to
pay teachers what they deserve? And if merit pay
is awarded, what criteria does one use to deter-
mine who receives it and who doesn 't ? These are
just a few of the many auestions that arose when
Christine Cziko shared with the New "York City
Writing Project Listserv an article on merit pay
written by Carol Jago that originally appeared in
the Westside section of the Los Angeles Times.
Merit pay quickly became a hot topic of debate on
the listserv last summer after members read Ms.
Jago's article. What follows is Ms. Jago's article,
reprinted with the author's permission, and sev-
eral excerpts from the conversation that ensued.

Who Gets Merit Pay?
Ask the Students!

If this country wants to improve the status of its
teachers, the surest path is through merit pay. In no
other profession do the most accomplished practitio-
ners only receive longevity raises. Teachers who want
or need to earn more must either leave the classroom for
administration or leave the profession altogether. This
is absurd. Gifted and talented teachers not only work
harder and longer hours than their competent col-
leagues, but they also inevitably take on many unpaid
leadership roles at their schools and in the larger teach-
ing community. It only makes good sense mat these
individuals should be rewarded. Merit pay will help to
keep the best teachers teaching.

The problem with the merit pay scheme outlined by
Los Angeles Unified School District administrators is its
narrow definition of "merit." Teachers should most
certainly be judged on the basis of their students' achieve-
ment, but authentic student achievement involves a
great deal more than improved test scores. The "merit"
that a genuine merit pay system should reward is a

continued...
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complex combination of content knowledge, instruc-
tional skills, and connecting with kids. To suggest that
the best evidence of these meritorious traits can be
found in students' answers to multiple choice questions
is to make a mockery of a teacher's work.

For the sake of argument, let me compare two of my
own classes. My period 1 class of 35 tenth graders has
almost perfect attendance. They arrive on time with
books in hand, homework completed. These students
do almost everything I ask of them with minimal com-
plaint and if not with maximum, always reasonable
effort. My period 5 class of 37 twelfth graders has about
a 15% absentee rate. Many students stroll in late from
lunch with anything but poetry on their minds. It often
takes 5 minutes to collect their attention and get them
focused on the lesson. Several will spend the entire
period doing nothing. Last week I had to stop a group
of 17-year-old, 6-foot tall boys from throwing Play-Doh
at each other.

You mightbe thinking that where I am heading with
this story is to tell you that it is the first group of students
who make me look like Super Teacher and the second
who make me seem a barely competent instructor. In
fact, I believe the opposite is the case. I know I am doing
a good job with my period 1 class and have no doubt that
most of them will score at the 80th percentile or above
on the Stanford 9 exam, but it is my work with the
second group of students that best demonstrates my
"merit."

Every day is a constant battle to make these students
put their minds to work. It takes everything I have ever
learned about classroom management and everything I
can think up fresh each day to engage them and keep
them on task.

The past seven weeks with this particular group of
students has been one of the most challenging periods
in my career. It has also beenoneof the most rewarding.
Would test scores reflect the work I've done and the
growth students have made?
I don't think so, particularly
when I would be held ac-
countable for students who
attend only 3 days a week as
well as those who sleep
through class. A better mea-
sure of my "merit" mightbe to
interview students asking
them what they feel they have
learned. A portfolio of the stu-
dents' writing might accom-

pany a taped interview in which students commented
upon the lesson and their own process of following an
assignment through to completion.

Such evaluation of a teacher's merit is obviously
messy and inevitably a bit idiosyncratic - more like the
work of an anthropologist than a psychometrician - but
I just don't see how the real work of good teaching can
be measured any other way. If you want to know which
teachers deserve merit pay, ask the kids. A few students
may give you names of teachers who were good pals to
them or easy graders, but for the most part students
know very well when they have had a great teacher. The
evidence is in their work

Carol Jago teaches English at Santa Monica HS
and directs the California Reading and Literature

Project at UCLA

Joe Bellacero, Evander Childs HS: It seems to me
that as professionals it is not unreasonable to expect that
people with special talents or exceptional abilities re-
ceive a salary differential. In fact, since talent flows
toward money, it is conceivable that a community could
do some good by attaching raises to carefully consid-
ered merit. However, using test scores as a primary
indicator of merit would be the worst of all possible
policies. Test scores, attendance, classroom grades and
similar easily measurable factors have very little to do
with the merit of an individual teacher. I know that
many teachers have real talents in certain kinds of
classes and can only struggle in others. Poorly planned
merit pay would create some horrible situations and
destroy morale in schools or departments with poor
administrators.

• • •
Julie Merker, Teacher Emeritus, High School of

Telecommunications: I think it is important for the
practitioners, us, to call merit

pay what it is - an attempt
to divide staff and to create
unhealthy motivations and
competition rather than col-
laboration. Do we really
want to subscribe to the
theory that Dedication +
Motivation = Money? We
need also to call to task the
forces in society propound-
ing this idea, because it is

11
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based on nothing more than their unwillingness to pay
teachers across the board what the job deserves and to
recognize what the job demands.

Christine Cziko, Academic Coordinator of the
MUSE Credential and MA Program at UC Berkeley:
Although it is certainly problematic, if this is indeed
going to become a reality, I think it is crucial that
teachers get in on the conversation. If we refuse to
participate in proposals around an issue that is becom-
ing so public, and unfortunately popular, with policy
makers, then we leave ourselves wide open for a worst
case scenario - like extra pay for higher scores.

Peggy Maslow, Franklin K. Lane HS: One of my
journalism students was particularly interested in the B
section article in today's NY Times on merit pay. She's
also on the debate team and this is one of the debate
issues in some competitions. She even wants to write an
article for our school newspaper. Thanks to all of you
"debaters" I am aware of all sides of the issue.

Patsy Wooters Bronx High School for Law, Gov-
ernment & Justice: I think teachers should be paid for
the responsibilities they take on, such as working with
struggling students. I don't think that the idea of
competition between teachers is a good one, as there is
far too much competition in schools among teachers
already. Lack of collaboration is a part of the problem
and with more competition, there would be less sharing
of ideas and possibly less support given to struggling
colleagues. The idea of competition in the marketplace
has become a sacred cow, and the idea that it is a "cure
all" needs to be challenged. Teachers are public ser-
vants. Our focus is not on getting rich— there are much
easier ways of doing that than teaching. This is not to
say that we shouldn't be compensated; I just think that
all the competition between teachers, students, and
districts is counterproductive to the activity we engage
in. We would do better to celebrate each other's excel-
lence than to look at sharing our successes as a threat to
our financial well being.

Grace Raffaele, Life Sciences Secondary School: I
thoroughly agree. Creating competition would indeed
be counterproductive. I think of other service busi-
nesses where rewarding work based on merit leads to
peer pressure for "sameness" and low quality, often
resulting in the attitude "Don't do more because you'll
make the rest of us look bad." Backing up a bit, though,
are we really a service business? Maybe herein lies the

danger, or the error, in the public and political view of
our work! If the assessment of students is such a
difficult issue, wouldn't the same hold true of assessing
ourselves? And if governments and politicians deem
standardized tests as the measure of student achieve-
ment, what "standardization" would they have in mind
for us? Maybe if s all part of the same problem.
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Steal These Ideas

When Tracy Sutera of Abraham Lincoln High School
wanted her students to put their artistic talents to use
after completing a Macbeth, she had the class create a
Macbeth quilt. She assigned each student a scene from
the play and asked each of them to choose a quote,
translate it and then relate it to current events. They
each recorded the information onto a half of a sheet of
colored oak tag on which they also illustrated the scene.
They then hole punched each square and strung them
together with yarn to make a quilt. Not only was the end
product beautiful, but it also provided a pictorial sum-
mary of the play.

Carole Shannon, an art teacher at Automotive High
School and participant in the fall 2000 Reading / Writing
Connections course led by Benita Daniels and Diane
Giorgi, engaged her students in a multidisciplinary
project weaving math, writing and history into art. The
title of this carefully scaffolded project was "How are
Grids Used as a Creative Device?" The students began
by looking at the works of a number of prominent 20th
century artists such as Diego Rivera, Frieda Kahlo, Roy
Liechtenstein, Franz Marc and Salvador Dali. Each
student then chose to focus on a single painting. They
copied the work by drafting a scaled grid of the painting
and recreated the work in their choice of medium, size
and color. Carole made frames for each of the works out
of construction paper. Following this, the students
created a credit line for the artist's work and a timeline
of events contemporaneous with the work in the artist's
life, the art world, history, politics, science and technol-
ogy. They also wrote biographical essays of the artists.
As a culminating activity, the students gave oral reports
of their projects in class.

Carole commented, "I wanted the students to de-
velop an appreciation for art and to understand how
artists use art to express feelings or record history. I was
delighted to see how proud the students were after I
framed their reproductions. In addition, I noticed that
they helped each other at every step, so it became a
cooperative learning experience. It was also a competi-
tive experience as each student tried to outdo the other,
in the process revising his work until satisfied with the

outcome." Carole presented the project on January 30,
Staff Development Day, to rave reviews from all staff in
the building. Deputy Superintendent of BASIS Charles
Amundsen requested that she mount a display of the
student projects for a March 2001 exhibit of exemplary
practice sponsored by the Superintendencyl
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Project Notes

As usual, it has been a busy year so far the
NYCWP and many of our colleagues. Here are
some activities that have occurred during the fall
semester.

Inservice Seminars
Throughout the fall NYCWP teacher-consultants

were working with their colleagues in inservice semi-
nars across the city to address the complex issues of
literacy instruction. We want to acknowledge these
teams of teachers.

ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOLS

Barbara Martz continues to work with teachers
from the Alternative High School Superintendency.
This fall she was working on-site at the small schools in
the James Monroe Complex in the Bronx as well as at
Concord HS in Staten Island. Barbara and Inez West of
University Heights HS in the Bronx co-coordinated an
inservice series for Bronx and Manhattan alternative
high school teachers. The focus was reading and writing

BRONX

The NYCWFs inservice work this past fall was
totally focused on middle and elementary schools in
Districts 8 and 10 in the borough. Julie Conason is
working in District 10 for the third year, returning to MS
391 and MS 399 and now also working in TAPCO, the
district's theatre arts middle school. This fall she coordi-
nated an inservice series on her own that was an inquiry
into teaching and learning. • For the second year, Laura
Schwartzberg and Linda Garcia-Torres served teach-
ers in District 8. Laura, who works with teachers at P.S.
36, P.S. 100, P.S. 101, and P.S. 119, co-coordinated an
inservice series for elementary school teachers with
Felicia George, who works with teachers at P.S. 138 and
P.S. 140 in District 8. Laura and Felicia work with
teachers, kindergarten through 5. They co-coordinated
a seminar on reading/writing connections. Linda con-
tinues to work with middle school teachers from IS 125
and IS 131. This fall Linda collaborated with Julie
Conason on a seminar. An interesting feature of the
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work in District 8 is that while Linda, Felicia and Laura
work with teachers, former Writing Project director
Elaine Avidon and Students at the Center director An-
thony Conelli meet periodically with the principals of
the elementary and middle schools in the program.
Anthony and Elaine meet with the principals to help
them understand the work of the consultants in their
schools and to encourage a process of reflection in their
own work with teachers. • Nancy Mintz's work in the
Bronx remains quite varied. She serves teachers at Bronx
Dance Academy and Jonas Bronck Academy and will
be starting up an inservice series in mid-winter. In
addition, she and Alan Stein have resumed their col-
laboration on a series of monthly workshops for history
teachers from District 10. Last year, the group tackled
the design of research projects, and this year they are
experiencing a series of literacy workshops.

MANHATTAN

Long-time Project member Susannah Raphael is
now working two days a week as an on-site teacher-
consultant at Graphic Arts and Communications HS in
Manhattan. She will be coordinating an inservice series
there for staff members in the spring. Although the
Students at the Center initiative formally ended in June,
the NYCWP received support from District 6 to con-
tinue Nancy Mintz's work at IS 143 in Manhattan. In
this, her fifth year at the site, Nancy has facilitated a
study group for a 6th grade and 8th grade team of
teachers.

THE CHANCELLOR'S DISTRICT

Within the Chancellor's District, the NYCWP is
serving teachers at sites in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
We are pleased that long-time Project member Linda
Farrell, who recently retired after over 30 years in the
school system, has joined Margaret Fiore at the George
Washington Education Campus in Manhattan. Marga-
ret began working there last spring with Thomasina
LaGuardia. In the fall, Margaret and Linda collaborated
on an inservice seminar. Thomasina, who retired dur-
ing the fall, provided transition support as Linda and
Margaret began their work in September. • We are also

continued...
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pleased to have Lona Jack-Vilmar working with us
once again as an on-site teacher-consultant for the Grand
Street Campus Schools in Brooklyn. This fall Lona col-
laborated with Angie Pruitt, an instructional specialist
at the High School for Enterprise, Business and Tech-
nology, on an inservice series at the Grand Street Cam-
pus schools. Lona is also serving teachers one day a
week at Wadleigh HS in Manhattan, and three teachers
there participated in the inservice series held at George
Washington.

BASIS

This fall on-site teacher-consultant Diane Giorgi
began working with teachers at Automotive HS. Diane
brings many years of experience from her teaching
years at Queens Vocational HS to this vocational setting
in Brooklyn. This fall Diane co-coordinated an inservice
seminar there with Benita Daniels. • On-site teacher-
consultant Nick D'Alessandro has returned to John Jay
HS for a second year. This fall he coordinated an inservice
series with Sally MacMahon, a teacher from John Jay.

BROOKLYN

On-site teacher-consultant Nick D'Alessandro be-
gan his third year at Bushwick HS. This fall Nick co-
coordinated an inservice seminar with Matt Wildman,
a Bushwick social studies teacher who has been actively
involved in our program there and also participated in
the NYCWP's advanced seminar in technology at
Middlebury College two summers ago. • Nick and
Lucie Harris of Brooklyn College Academy began the
fourth and final year of our Annenberg Partnership
with teachers at James Madison HS. • Debi Freeman
has worked as an on-site teacher-consultant for several
years at Prospect Heights HS. As a resul t of discussions
with administration, teachers and the Brooklyn High
School Superintendency, we have altered the structure
of our work there. This fall Debi facilitated a study
group on ways to support students in essay writing.
Concurrently, Anthony Conelli has been working with
administrators and teachers interested in restructuring
Prospect Heights into three smaller learning communi-
ties.
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QUEENS

This fall we continued to work at the schools we
served last year in this borough. At Martin Van Buren
HS, on-site teacher-consultant Diane Giorgi led partici-
pating teachers through an I-Search seminar. Diane
collaborated with Julie Mann of Newcomers HS in
Queens. A highlight of this seminar occurred when the
group met at the Queens Public Library in Jamaica for a
session focused on Internet sources. Diane and Julie
arranged this with the library and it turned out to be a
huge success! • Debi Freeman resumed her work for a
third year at William C. Bryant HS where she coordi-
nated her inservice series with Alysoun Roach, a Bryant
English teacher. This fall they led staff members through
an inquiry into teaching and learning. • Ed Osterman's
work at the Campus Magnet High Schools was due to
come to an end last June with the end of the Students at
the Center initiative. However, the Queens Superinten-
dency wanted to continue our presence there. As a
result, Ed returned to Campus Magnet, serving teachers
of all four schools. He also began work this fall with
teachers at Queens Gateway to Health Sciences Second-
ary School. He co-coordinated an inservice series on
reading and writing with Sally O'Connell of High
School Redirection in Brooklyn. The series was open to
teachers from Campus and Gateway.

Arrivals and Departures

Time passes, things change, and old friends come
and go. It happens in life and it happens at the
Project as well.

This fall long-time Project member and teacher-
consultant Thomasina LaGuardia announced her re-
tirement from the New York City school system. While
we are happy for Thomasina, we are saddened by her
departure from our ranks, since Thomasina's history
with the NYCWP is a long and rich one. Thomasina's
association with the Project began in 1981 when Marcie
Wolfe brought what was then called the Writing Teach-
ers Consortium to Washington Irving HS, where
Thomasina taught ESL. By 1986, Thomasina was coor-
dinating the Project's Language and Learning Core (a
writing-across-the-curriculum program for 10th grade
students) in her school as well as coordinating inservice
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seminars in writing for her colleagues. From that point
on, Thomasina worked with great commitment and
enthusiasm for the Project. She brought her gentle na-
ture, her generosity of spirit, and her firm belief in the
power of writing to high schools in all five boroughs of
the city: Murray Bergtraum, Curtis, High School of
Humanities, Forest Hills, Ralph McKee, Port Richmond,
SheepsheadBay, Adlai Stevenson, George Washington,
and George W. Wingate. What an array! What a trav-
eler! Did we mention that she is a wonderful poet as
well? Oh, how we will miss working with her on a daily
basis!

Fresh from her recent retirement from the New York
City public school system, Linda Farrell joined our
group of on-site teacher-consultants. Linda, now work-
ing two days a week for the Project at the George
Washington Education Complex in Manhattan, is also
devoting part of her time to working with the American
Social History Project as well. During her over 30 year
career as a classroom teacher, Linda taught in both
middle and high schools, devoting a huge part of her
career to teaching ESL at Martin Luther King Jr., HS in
Manhattan. Linda was instrumental in creating what
became one of the most successful ESL units in public
high schools, reflecting Linda's passionate interest in
the education and literacy development of immigrant
children. During her years as a classroom teacher, Linda
also co-coordinated several inservice seminars for the
Project as well as participated in many of the Project's
advanced summer seminars and special events. Linda
always brought what she learned back to her students,
and we are delighted she is working with us now.

We are also excited that another long-time NYCWP
friend, as well as a strong and articulate voice on the
Project's listserv, Joe Bellacero, will be working as both
a teacher and an on-site teacher-consultant at Evander
Childs HS, his own school, this spring. From the mid-
'80s to early '90s, Joe was an active participant in the
Project's inservice program at Evander. Along with
colleague Christine Cziko, Joe helped conduct a school-
wide reading contest as well as establish and lead a
serious and committed writing-study committee for
teachers, which was an outgrowth of our inservice
program. More recently, he co-coordinated several
inservice seminars for Bronx teachers with Ronni
Tobman-Michelen.

The Project also wants to welcome Tyler Schmidt to
our staff. Tyler has taught in middle schools, high
schools and youth programs as well. Tyler will be
helping the Project to establish some exciting new initia-
tives for students and will also be co-coordinating
inservice seminars for middle school teachers and teach-
ers of after-school youth programs.

Awards, Presentations and Publications

Teacher-consultants Nancy Mintz and Alan Stein
attended a writing retreat in Tiburon, California last
spring sponsored by the National Writing Project. The
purpose of the retreat was to support teacher-consult-
ants from several Project sites in the documentation of
their work as teacher-consultants. The completed ar-
ticles will soon be published and disseminated to all
Project sites to display the range of inservice models
that exist within the National Writing Project. The ILS
will publish Nancy and Alan's papers as monographs
in the near future.

Congratulations to teacher-consultant Paul Allison.
At the annual National Writing Project Meeting at NCTE
in Milwaukee this November, Paul received the Fred
Hechinger Award, which is given each year to an out-
standing teacher-consultant. Those of us who have
associated with and learned from Paul for many years
know how richly he deserves this recognition - for the
groundbreaking work he did with alternative assess-
ment at his former school, University Heights HS in the
Bronx; for the exciting cutting-edge workhe is currently
doing with inquiry and technology at Queens Interna-
tional HS at LaGuardia Community College; and for his
regular commitment to creating a complex and rich
curriculum that serves his students and engages them
in critical thought. By receiving this award, Paul joins
an illustrious group mat includes Joan Cone and Linda
Christensen, whose articles in national publications
many of us in the NYCWP have admired.
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In fact, the NYCWP was highly visible at the an-
nual NWP meeting. Nancy Mintz presented the docu-
mentation of her work as teacher-consultant on a panel,
"Models of Inservice: National Writing Project At Work"
and also joined with colleagues from the Urban Sites
Network for another panel, "Networks: What Can They
Do for Me and My Site?" Nick D'Alessandro, Melanie
Hammer, and Ed Osterman led a workshop, "Expand-
ing Our Images of Diversity" in which NWP members
were invited to consider ways in which the voices of our
lesbian and gay colleagues and students can be more
fully represented in our summer institutes and schools.
This session grew out of the article that Nick, Melanie
and Ed had published in last spring's issue of the NWP
Voice. Ed and Paul Allison also participated in a work-
shop focused on the ways in which different Writing
Project sites have used technology.

At the NCTE conference, teacher-consultants An-
drea Swenson and Ronni Tobman-Michelen, along
with Brenda Greene of Medgar Evers College, CUNY,
led an interactive panel in which they shared the work
of Looking Both Ways, our collaboration with CUNY's
Office of Academic Affairs. Looking Both Ways brings
together high school and college teachers of writing to
share common concerns and learn from each other's
practice. NYCWP director and ILS executive director
Marcie Wolfe served as chair and respondent for the
panel/ workshop.

In August Alan Stein and Lisa Lauritzen, who
coordinated many inservice series at the Erasmus Hall
Campus School for Humanities, attended the final evalu-
ation session for the Students at the Center (SATC) pro-
gram at Stanford University under the aegis of the
Center for Research on the Context of Teaching. Former
NYCWP Director Elaine Avidon, representing the El-
ementary Teachers Network, and ILS colleague Linda
Dolinko of the New York City Mathematics Project also
attended. Joan Talbert and Milbrey McLaughlin of
Stanford conducted an evaluation of several pilot schools
to determine the impact of the four-year initiative. At
the Stanford gathering, participants were asked to pro-
vide feedback for the final report, which will be pub-
lished as a book in the upcoming year. As part of their

contribution, Alan and Lisa presented the portfolio of
the English and social studies work of one of Lisa's
students at Erasmus Humanities.

Congratulations to Peggy Maslow of Franklin K.
Lane HS who received a grant from Teachnet, formerly
known as Impact II. For two years now, Peggy has
written lessons for their Internet site that include the use
of new technologies. These are lessons that reflect some
of the work Peggy has done in the computer lab with her
own Lane students. The UFT magazine carried an ar-
ticle and photo of the grant recipients who have done
outstanding work. Peggy participated in the NYCWPs
advanced seminar Inquiry with Technology last summer.

This fall several teachers at Newtown High School
in Queens received the Teachers Who Made a Difference
grant from the New York Times. This award enabled
Newtown to hire specialists to aid students in this year's
graduating class with scholarship and college applica-
tion essays, scholarship searches and tutors for students
enrolled in AP courses. Assistant Principal Dympna
Joyce hired Benita Daniels to help this year's seniors
with their college applications and scholarship essays.
Benita supplied these students with her email address
and has been working with them online. Three of the
eight students she assisted qualified as semifinalists in
this year's New York Times scholarships.
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In December the NYCWP held its annual break-
fast meeting for district administrators and administra-
tors of schools in which we carry out inservice work.
This year the meeting was designed to look at the ways
in which the NYCWP builds the capacity of new or
inexperienced teachers to provide the kinds of instruc-
tion necessary to promote student literacy and
strengthen student performance. Four teams of teacher-
consultants and teachers presented work they had done
together in schools. They are Nick D'Alessandro and
Matthew Wildman of Bushwick HS in Brooklyn, Debi
Freeman and Ayette Cabrera of Bryant HS in Queens,
Linda Garcia-Torres and Sally Ceritelli of MS 131 in
District 8 in the Bronx, and Laura Schwartzberg and
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Jennifer Vatalaro of PS 100 in District 8 in the Bronx.
Each workshop was attended by about 20 administra-
tors and facilitated by one of our on-site teacher-con-
sultants: Felicia George, Diane Giorgi, Lona Jack-
Vilmar, and Nancy Mintz. It was a wonderful display
of some of the fine work we are doing in schools; we
salute our colleagues whose presentations made the
meeting such a success.

In January, Barbara Martz, Alan Stein, and
Thomasina LaGuardia led seventy high school teach-
ers from the Alternative High School Superintendency
who serve as members of their schools' literacy teams
through an all-day inquiry focused around the theme of
technology. During the day, participating teachers wrote
and shared their own experiences with technology,
read and responded in different ways to a variety of
texts, and raised issues about the use of technology as a
learning tool in schools. The goal was to demonstrate
how student learning is both supported and enriched
through a range of particular reading, writing, drawing
and discussion activities. The day-long workshop was
held under the aegis of the Superintendency's Literacy
Network, and Barbara received coordination help from
Janet Mann and Jane Berko wicz, Project members who
work as staff developers for the Superintendency. Con-
gratulations to Barbara, Alan, and Thomasina!

If you are a member of the National Writing Project,
you may have caught Ed Osterman's article, "Talking
through Technology", in the Voice, the National Writ-
ing Project newsletter. In his article, Ed shares the ways
in which the NYCWP Hstserv has operated and evolved
over the past two years and discusses some of the
purposes of the listserv as well as some of the issues that
have emerged from managing and participating in it.
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